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Spring Trimester Narrative 

 
(Narratives have two parts.  The first part is a general look at the trimester and is the same on 
everyone’s narrative.  The second part (beginning after the horizontal line) is about one student in 
particular.) 
Future Journey 
  

As the third trimester wound up, the Future Journey wound down.  Students 
enjoyed creating and inventing throughout.  Fuel efficient automobiles were 
designed and new aircraft designs were submitted to the Pentagon (U.S. Army) and 
the U.S. Navy - the army even wrote back thanking one of our students for such an 
innovative design! New paper airplane folds were tested, a kneeboard with a new 
shape and strap system was created, futuristic Lego ships were built, dream homes 
were designed, and stories were written!  These weeks were packed full of 
investigation, analysis, creativity, and innovation. 

 
 
 
Ancient Greece Journey 

 
In late February, students launched right into the Ancient Greece Journey. 

Many students were interested in gods and goddesses - posters were created, god and 
goddess weapons were built, and younger students just could not hear enough 
stories! Similarly, the olders pursued much independent reading. Particularly enjoyed 
was  the Tales from the Odyssey series by Mary Pope Osborne.  The stories were 
incredibly captivating - a mix of gruesome monsters, suspenseful journeys, 
determined heroes, and dangerous adventures.  Some mornings students wanted to 
listen for the entire first and second half of Journey and did so on the edge of their 
seats, eyes wide. 

 
Other projects throughout the Journey included 3D models of the Parthenon; making 
Greek Warrior shields, swords, and helmets; and researching the importance of 
specific animals of the time such as goats and the monk seal. 

 
 
 
Earth Journey 

 
Unanimous among the entire group was the idea of doing an Earth Journey once 

more this year.  Generally, our rule of thumb for Journeys is that the same one only 



happens once each year, but because everyone agreed right from the start that they’d 
want to do it again, we tried it!  It was certainly a success.  Students took the reins on a 
wide variety of projects.  Earth books were written, posters about animals such as the 
wolverine and jaguar were created as well as ways to save the earth and save the trees; 
the geography of Ghana and Australia were researched and then both beautifully 
represented on large posters; a few sports posters were made - one about basketball 
and one about lacrosse; research papers were written about lacrosse and hammerhead 
sharks; a five paragraph essay workshop was offered to students; and one student even 
studied hot air balloons - creating his own and experimenting with weight and volume 
so that it would successfully lift off the ground.  Towards the end of the journey, some 
creative angles were taken. A pair of students wanted to make dragon eggs out of 
mud. And the connection to Earth you might ask?  They each traced a very, very 
detailed outline of a dragon and then free hand, filled in all the details.  Considering 
where their dragon might travel and why, students invented migration patterns and 
drew detailed maps using a mix of tracing and freehand.   Particular attention was 
given to learning names of islands new to them in the Arctic regions of Canada. 

 
 
 
Student Led Conference Preparations 

 
With the end of the year in sight, students and teachers have begun the process 

to prepare for Student-Led Conferences.   Students brought down all of their portfolio 
selections from the entire year, spread them out, and used a Multiple Intelligences 
Chart to record some the smarts they’ve tapped into this year - writing down at least 
three of the smarts that each project fit into.  This allowed students to see balances and 
imbalances in the kinds of activities or projects they chose throughout the year.  Next, 
students chose five or six pieces that represented a variety of areas, for example, 
something that showed learning a new skill, something where they struggled for a 
while and then persevered, or something that they did in a specific time of day such 
as Free Choice.  The remaining work was packed up and brought home!  Students 
continued planning for Student-Led Conferences by putting a binder together that 
included written reflections of each piece of work that they want to share with their 
parents. Students have also considered their strengths and areas they’d like to grow 
in next year.  From this thinking, students came up with two goals for the fall of the 
2011-2012 school year. We look forward to sharing all this hard work with you! 

 
 
 
Skills Challenge 

 
Between Journeys this spring, teachers introduced a Skills Challenge to students. 

Excited by this idea, students have been studying and practicing skills in several areas - 
math, geography, science, and language arts.  The first challenge day was math and 
geography.  The older students tested their geography skills by choosing from several 
map activities - using a map to name the seven continents, using a map to name the 50 
states, filling in all the countries on the continent of Africa and more! Younger students 
took on the challenge of writing the correct name on each continent on a world map 



and then as a bonus could choose to identify as many states as they could on a U.S. 
map. During the math challenge, leveled questions were written up on the board and 
individually students had to solve the problems.  Addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, place value, telling time, number sequences, measurement, and geometry 
concepts were all included in the challenge. 

 
Next up will be science and language arts where students will be asked to 

answer an array of questions.  Science topics include the solar system, chemistry, 
plant identification, animal classes and beyond.  Language arts will be largely 
focused on grammar and editing passages - with proper capitalization and 
punctuation. 
 
Ocean Journey 

 
The Ocean Journey is well underway and will be the last Journey of the 

year! Students dove into inventing new sea creatures based upon prehistoric or 
already existing sea life - even including their names, size, habitat, and diet. A 
couple of students are making books about ocean life, with a large focus on 
drawing, while others are crafting ocean scene dioramas,  building fish traps out of 
milk crates with a concentration on catching fish and crawdads here (and lobsters 
over the summer when they visit the ocean).  Several students are researching 
specific sea animals - jellyfish, electric eels, and the sea cucumber, and sharing that 
information by way of hanging mobiles, posters, or Power Point presentations.  
This Journey has certainly made us hungry for a trip to the ocean! 

 
 
 
Trips, Activities, and Visitors 

 
• Open Gym at Evergreen Gymnastics, Lisbon, NH 
• Romeo and Juliet Performance, St. Johnsbury, VT 
• Robotics at Littleton High School, Littleton, NH 
• World Music Festival, St. Johnsbury Academy, VT 
• Inkas Wasi Flute Workshop at Woodland 
• Empty Bowls making, White Mountain School, Bethlehem, NH 

 
 
 
Free Choice 

 
Cross Country Skiing at Bretton Woods - After the return from Winter Break, 

students enjoyed four weeks of cross country skiing at Bretton Woods.  It was a short 
but fun season and students had the opportunity to both classic and skate ski in 
groups of their skill level in a variety of conditions - from cold and rainy to sunny and 
sixty degrees.  Spring skiing at its finest! 

 
Olders Health Class - The olders’ health class met for a period of six weeks early 



this spring.  Students contributed their interests and questions to a drop box, and the 
class was designed upon these ideas.  Topics included the brain, sexual reproduction, 
smoking, and alcohol/drug abuse.  Students engaged in a number of information 
gathering activities.  During the first week, students watched a short film from 
BrainPOP.com on brain function and then worked together using some teacher 
provided resources and a variety of materials from our recycling area to construct a 
3D model of the human brain.  This brain came in handy each week as we referenced 
it in relation to the following weeks’ topics.  During sexual reproduction students 
watched another short from BrainPOP.com and then took part in a discussion   with 
lots of time for questions about puberty, opportunities to check out models of male 
and female reproductive organs, and per request, learn what a condom looks like and 
how to use one.   Students had great questions and demonstrated such maturity, 
respect for one other, and comfort with one another, as they navigated questions that 
are typically difficult to ask.  In the following weeks, students garnered their face 
masks and watched a cigarette smoking demonstration with a doll called Smoker Sue.  
They witnessed the immediate effects of smoking and observed the brown, tacky tar 
that built up in Smoker Sue’s test tube (lungs) after just one cigarette. After three 
cigarettes, students were exasperated with the idea of smoking.  Students also had the 
opportunity to investigate other substances, and using a website called Above the 
Influence, researched a substance of their interest and created a campaign poster 
against it.  Lastly, we celebrated all we had done, did a side-by-side blind taste test of 
fruit vs. green smoothies (and surprisingly all students enjoyed the green smoothie) 
and individuals created inspirational mini posters  using magazine cut outs and 
quotes to hang in a 
place of their choice! 

 
Youngers Health Class - The younger students’ interests for Health Class fell into 

two main categories: smoking and physical education.  The first few weeks of class 
were dedicated to moving our bodies.  During the first class we tried all different kinds 
of stations that offered aerobic and anaerobic exercises - we jumped rope, climbed trees, 
ran laps, hula hooped, biked, and did push ups and sit ups.  Each student found 
exercises that challenged them and that they purely enjoyed doing.  We talked about 
health as keeping your mind, body, and spirit happy, and students helped define each 
concept, then chose to repeat three exercises - one that fed their mind, one that fed 
their body and one that fed their spirit!  During the second week, students found their 
pulse and learned how to calculate their heart rate.  They found they’re resting heart 
rate, maximum heart rate and target heart rate, and then tested out several activities to 
see which got them to their target heart rate zone.  Students interested in learning 
about smoking joined the third week, watched a short four minute animation about 
smoking, held an open discussion where lots of questions were asked, and then did a 
mini- project.  The project was student invented - they decided to make large scale 
models of a cigarette and then attached facts that shared the harmful effects of 
smoking onto the models.  The final week’s topic was rock climbing!  Students 
enjoyed testing their technique and strength on the White Mountain School climbing 
wall! 

 



O.S.E. - Much of the work that began last trimester has continued into the 
spring. Students have been working on a wide variety of skills and goals such as 
learning how to type, improving typing speed, learning and memorizing 
multiplication facts, writing a book report, improving spelling, and becoming familiar 
with parts of speech.  Several students use this as a time to continue Journey work 
from the morning, work in their workbooks on math or cursive writing,  or invent 
O.S.E. projects that help expand their skill set. 

 
Track and Field - Woodland attended its first track meet last month! 

Congratulations to everyone and their stellar performances.  To prepare, students 
asked Jenny to be their coach, and then we held practices two days a week for four 
weeks. Students dedicated themselves wholeheartedly and worked hard at their 
events.  Each practice started with a two lap warm up around Norton Field, followed 
by stretches, head to toe.  Then, the days’ practice and drills were explained, and we 
got to work, sometimes as a whole group and sometimes splitting up by event.  
Students did plyometrics, tried indian sprints, ran sprinting sequences, practiced the 
50 yard dash, the 200 yard relay, and the long jump! A big thanks to Jane for being the 
stand-in coach at the meet while Jenny attended her graduate commencement!  
Overall, track was a big hit, and we hope to do it again next year! 

 
Lacrosse with Tim - With the lacrosse craze blazing through the school and 

several students wishing to improve their stick handling and playing skills, we asked 
Tim Wennrich if he’d be interested in being a short term, volunteer coach!  Tim has lots 
to offer as a past Dartmouth Lacrosse athlete.  Students practiced throwing ground 
balls to and away, line drills, two pass scrimmages, three pass scrimmages, and hitting 
a target. Thanks Tim! 

 
Get Outs - Once spring arrives, it’s time for Get Outs!  This year we have done 

trips to play whiffle ball, made rock sculptures at the Iron Foundry, gone bouldering 
at the retaining wall in Franconia Notch, and gone fishing in Franconia. 

 
Explores - Explores are always a favored activity to join - and students never 

seem to tire of returning to their favorite places. Students lead the way in the woods, 
along the stream bank (or in it!),  or through the fields discovering new places, plants, 
insects, animals and animal signs along the way. 

 
 In general, Free Choice has had an infinite number of activities going on.  Here is a 
list of some of the things students chose to do on their own: 
 
soccer  basketball lacrosse  wading in the brook     painting 

reading creating forts rock shops island hopping     Legos 

climbing trees visiting the baby goats research writing cards 
 

biking drawing capture the flag trash pickups jumprope        



snowball fights      pogo sticking hula hoping    

Journey projects            four square  fishing                        

making helmets with plaster gauze Star Wars Legos         cooking             

trail work         garden maintenance imaginary play 

Overall, Free Choice offerings have been quite successful!  It seems that students enjoy 
the long length of time in the afternoon to make choices about what they are going to do. 
Students especially enjoy the fact that they can participate in an offering and still have 
open time left to do more self-directed activities. 
 
      ________________________________________________________________  
 
 

Whether ______ is playing lacrosse, tag, four square, or basketball, it is clear that 
he has a healthy dose of competitiveness and athleticism.  When ______ plays, he plays 
hard! In tag he dodges the “it” person or persons by quickly and sometimes 
sporadically changing direction to throw them off, in lacrosse he aggressively tries to 
claim the ball by giving an opponent’s stick a good whack, and in four square he tries 
to fake out his opponents by making eye contact in one direction and bouncing the ball 
in another direction. At track and field practice, ______ was determined to keep up 
with the fastest runners.  It was hard to resist, even during warm up, and sometimes he 
heard Jenny call to him to warm up his muscles nice and slow - other times he just 
needed to slow down to catch his breath.  One of the biggest challenges was to 
remember to warm up at a pace that he could carry on a conversation and he’d test 
himself by saying “blah, blah, blah, blah, blah...” to test his breathing. Once warmed 
up and stretched however, ______ gave practice his all!  He sprinted as fast as he could, 
spilling his body over the line and breathing heavily during our practices for the 50 
yard dash.  He launched his body as far as he could while practicing the long jump 
and, in the relay practices, tried running in a straight line, which was a challenge for 
lots of our younger runners. All ____’s hard work certainly paid off at the meet - he 
came back to school Monday thrilled and oozing with excitement, sharing stories 
about the event. 

 
Academically, ______ continues to challenge himself. He seems to raise his own 

expectations in Journey projects and this, most recently, has equated with including a 
larger writing component.  Several of his projects have been posters, and this means 
not only is he writing, but he’s working diligently on presenting it in a way that is 
clear to other readers so that they, too, can enjoy what he has learned about a given 
topic. _______ has created posters about ways to help save the Earth, jaguars, and eels.  
Games have proven to be a way that ______ likes to learn, especially playing any 
version of Professor Noggin’s trivia. He’s played Professor Noggin’s Ancient 
Civilizations, World Geography, and United States Geography.   ______ finds 
answering questions correctly absolutely invigorating and wears a big, big smile 



accompanied by laughter almost every time he gets a card.  He proved to have a great 
handle on his ancient civilizations history and was most challenged with the United 
States geography.  Determined to get a better handle on his world geography, ______ 
got to work on a map tracing.  He found a map of the world on Google Images, printed 
it out, found tracing paper, and then mounted both in a window in the kitchen so that 
he could accurately trace each continent and become more familiar with their shapes.  
It certainly matched ______ learning style, because a few days later during our 
Geography Skills Challenge, ______ named each of the seven continents correctly!  
During the challenge, ______ chose not to try naming each of the 50 states, but what is 
remarkable is that weeks later during our goal setting (part of the student led 
conference process) ______ chose to learn the names of all 50 states and where they are 
located on a map!  His other goal is to learn all his cursive letters.  There is quite a bit 
of momentum in the younger group right now to start work on next year ’s goals, and 
everyone has begun work on them!  ______ got out his cursive workbook and started 
plugging away. 

 
______’s ability to express his thoughts and feelings in difficult situations has 

served him well.  This has allowed him to navigate through many social situations that 
could have ended unfavorably.  For example, in situations where he feels embarrassed, 
he is able to ask others to look away.  With the simple act of a teacher ’s presence, 
______ is able to let another student know that he feels frustrated when another person 
continues to touch his Lego creations and makes a request that he doesn’t want the 
Legos he is building with touched.  ______ does such a nice job articulating what he 
needs from others and for himself, and we continue to guide him to share these 
feelings with the intention that some day his soft, gentle ways will become part of his 
initial reaction.  It is challenging for ______ to hold back his body when he sees 
something he wants, a place he wants to be (that somebody else is standing or sitting 
in), or when he wants the attention of a teacher.  As the physical being he is, we also 
often ask ______ to be respectful of others’ bodies and others’ personal space.  The 
younger group has had lots of fun playing games that reinforce personal space and it 
seems that they will continue to be beneficial for ______. 

 
In early March, ______ was very enthusiastic about joining robotics and heading 

to Littleton High School to seek the expertise of students in Bill Church’s classroom. 
After some initial experimenting, ______ wanted to try to build a track robot like the 
one he saw ______ and ______ building.  Noticing a shortage of tracks, he switched to 
using wheels and built a four-wheeled robot with wheels connected to a frame, and the 
frame connected to the block (the brain).  Nick, one of the high school students, 
programmed the robot for ______, and it ran!  ______ was so, so excited. As the wheels 
rolled forward, though, places in the frame were free to bend, and the front wheel axle 
folded under the frame and block.  It stopped rolling.  ______ watched as Nick 
experimented with small changes to stop the folding - success!  ______ also watched 
the changes that resulted from Nick’s adjustments.  The next week, ______ continued to 
work with and improve his design.  He moved the front wheels so they weren’t 
jammed against the frame on an axle that was too short, and each time that Nick was 
available, ______ problem solved with him.  ______’s next robot was a line follower.  



He heard the idea from others and followed pictorial directions on the NXT Programs 
website to build it. Then he used the programming ______ and ______ put together. 
______ was ecstatic to see his robot run and then to see it follow any straight blue tape 
line he laid out for it. Adding a Lego guy to his vehicle, he continued to play and 
marvel at his creation.  Over the next few weeks ______’s robots grew more complex, 
and his final result was a vehicle with an ultrasonic sensor and the ability to wag a 
series of pyramids, sense a wall, turn around, and move in the opposite direction!  It 
proved to be a very satisfying few months! 
 
 Robots aren’t the only things ______ has built!  This trimester has been an 
intensive building period for ______.  He spent afternoon after afternoon inventing 
new Lego boats and airplanes with others in the orange room at Woodland; he’s built 
replicas of the weapons the Ancient Greek gods used including lightening bolts and a 
trident; he made a Greek warrior helmet, dagger and shield; a bridge with some of the 
math materials; and has begun carving an eel out of a small section of a sapling for his 
Ocean Journey project.  Remembering an experience from the previous year, ______ 
got out the balls and rods one morning and decided to build a bridge between two 
chairs spaced a few feet apart.  Jenny walk in the room and ______ grabbed her 
attention.  “Remember the...do you know about the bridge builders last year?”  Jenny 
confirmed.  ______ continued, “Well, I kind of have a lot of experience with building 
bridges, and these make it stronger.  These ledges are like the ones I’ve seen.”  ______ 
continued making clusters of magnetic rods and used them to build, successfully 
spanning the distance between the chairs! 

 
Reflecting on the year, ______ has improved in so many areas.  He is taking 

more chances with his writing and trying to spell on his own; his reading is 
progressing and he’s becoming more and more familiar with letter blends, onsets and 
rhymes; and more and more consistently he’s giving himself the time and space to 
concentrate on his Journey work.  This awareness is probably one of ______’s biggest 
improvements. On his own, ______ chooses a space that he knows he works best in 
when he feels distracted or the activity around him is too loud- it’s almost always the 
orange room.  It is so apparent that ______ enjoys the outcome of his choice, because 
he always comes out smiling, ready for some help with the next step, he’s enthusiastic 
about continuing, and he sustains a project over a longer period of time. 

 
Congratulations on a great year, ______!   It’s been so fun learning, reading, biking, 
skiing, climbing, and playing with you.  Enjoy your summer. 

 
 
 

Sincerely, 


